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The paper is concerned with the current state of doctors’ training 
methodologies. Problems of teaching the discipline were identified: 
inability to memorize the amount of theoretical material, the in-
effectiveness of methodological techniques for practical train-
ing, amount of new training centers. It has been proven that these 
faults are risky for mastering learning skills. The method of «see - 
repeat»preferred by coachers is not a panacea for the effective edu-
cational process during various medical interventions. Particular 
attention is paid to the psychological borders of young doctors in 
the recollection of new information that is needed to be improved. 
Objective. Build an innovative methodological strategy that re-
quires a combination: high quality of theoretical medical know
ledge and practical skills. Results. Among modern pedagogical 
techniques, the most profitable is the method of Peyton, which be-
came the base of «Professor’s Sulyma training». Detailed instruc-
tion of the author's teaching strategy is suggested in the report. This 
way of education is based on neurobiological research and divided 
into 10 stages, which are theoretically and methodically described. 
The authors approbated training and paid attention to its effective-
ness.Conclusions. «Professor’s Sulyma training» is a method that 
allows practicing any valuable skills in different medical areas. Key 
words. Peyton method, medical training, author s̓ methodology, 
practical skills.

Проаналізовано сучасний стан методології навчання слу-
хачів курсів тематичного удосконалення в медичних ВНЗ. 
Виявлено такі проблеми викладання дисциплін за спеціаль-
ністю, як непосильні для запам’ятовування обсяги теоретич-
ного матеріалу, неефективність методологічних прийомів 
для занять практичного відпрацювання навичок, незначна 
кількість нових навчальнотренінгових центрів. Доведено, 
що ці недоліки не сприяють глибокому засвоєнню хірургіч-
них навичок, а облюбований сучасними викладачами метод 
«побач — повтори» не є панацеєю для ефективного застосу-
вання знань молодих лікарів під час різного роду хірургічних 
втручань. Звернено особливу увагу на психологічні бар’єри, 
які виникають унаслідок неминучих енергетичних спусто-
шень у молодих спеціалістів під час вивчення нової інфор-
мації, яка є необхідною для кваліфікованого безперервного 
освітнього розвитку. Мета. Побудова новаторської мето-
дологічної стратегії, яка передбачає органічне поєднання 
вивчення теоретичних аспектів медицини з практичними 
навичками. Результати. Визначено, що серед сучасних спо-
собів навчання найбільш ефективний метод Пейтона, який 
став основою «Вишколу за методикою професора Сулими». 
Наведено детальну інструкцію авторської стратегії лікаря 
ортопедатравматолога та професора кафедри травма-
тології і ортопедії ІФНМУ В. С. Сулими, яка ґрунтується 
на нейробіологічних дослідженнях, для засвоєння будьякої 
практичної навички. Цей спосіб навчання структурований 
на 10 етапів, кожен з яких докладно теоретично та мето-
дично прокоментовано. Особливу увагу приділено методиці 
проведення вишколу й аналізу отриманих результатів після 
його апробації в межах медичного тренінгу під час відпра-
цювання навички «Двогвинтової цефаломедулярної фіксації 
проксимального відділу стегнової кістки» за допомогою 
відповідного інструментарію. Висновки. «Вишкіл за мето-
дикою професора Сулими» — загальнонауковий педаго-
гічний метод, що уможливлює відпрацювання будьякої 
практичної навички за різними напрямами та ступенем 
складності. Ключові слова. Метод Peyton, медичний вишкіл, 
авторська методологія, практичні навички.

METODICALS RECOMMENDATIONS
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Introduction
Medicine as a branch of scientific and practical 

activity has always been qualitatively different in 
the specifics of combining the amount of theoreti-
cal material intended for memorization and the cor-
responding practical development of skills by future 
physicians [1]. This created significant difficulties for 
young professionals both in mastering narrowly ori-
ented disciplines of medical specialty for students, 
and conducting complex surgical procedures [2]. 
The difficulty in assimilating a significant amount 
of information for further practical application in 
both older and younger generations of doctors has 
a certain psychological resistance to learning some-
thing new in medicine, as it a priori requires signifi-
cant energy costs for an average person.

Each science is a symbiosis of three components 
that are in a dialectical relationship — theory, prac-
tice and methodology [3]. Violation of the last of these 
elements is the cause of the psychological barrier in 
novice physicians. The artistic selection of methods 
and means of learning allows to qualitatively and 
quickly adapt the necessary information to the cha-
racteristics of different types of thinking of students, 
which gives a possibility to achieve the predicted 
learning outcomes [4]. All this determines the rele-
vance of our scientific research, which aims to build 
an innovative methodological strategy that involves 
an organic combination of the study of theoretical as-
pects of medicine with practical skills.

It is known that in the world the amount of infor-
mation per day is about 5 billion searches on Google, 
and this figure is constantly growing [5]. A doctor 
who strives for continuous development and, there-
fore, is in constant search of professional informa-
tion, which is vital for maintaining and improving 
the level of any qualification. Such information 
overload creates the effect of «fake learning» when 
the brain is unable to perceive excessive amounts 
of information [6].

Unfortunately, the theoretical component of di-
dactic teaching methods remains leading in higher 
education, and even more so — not only in medical 
schools. This traditional approach to teaching is inef-
fective [7]. The feeling «I know in theory» accom-
panies the graduate even when he begins his profes-
sional career [8]. The lack of skills, which is acutely 
felt by a young doctor, is the cause of difficulties 
and professional errors in surgery, which can cause 
irreparable harm to the patient [9]. That is why, in 
our opinion, it is so important to deepen the practical 
orientation of teaching in higher education by creat-

ing educational and training and simulation centers 
equipped with modern equipment, which should be 
based on the latest scientific developments and con-
stantly be one step ahead of their routine practical 
use.

The main way to practice skills in a small number 
of newly established training centers is the method 
of «see – repeat». Unfortunately, in modern condi-
tions, this method does not work [10]. One-time 
reproduction, especially of surgical skills, is insuf-
ficient for its confident use in the treatment of the pa-
tient, as it creates a risk of error. Neurobiological 
studies suggest that the transition from short-term to 
long-term memory takes four weeks, with mandatory 
repetition. It is during this time that strong connec-
tions are formed between the neurons of the brain, 
which help to reliably master the acquired practical 
skills, rather than simulating «pretended (superficial) 
knowledge». Repeated performance has been shown 
to improve the assimilation of material in long-term 
memory [11]. This process is primarily due to the fact 
that the working memory of the brain is expanded 
by auditory and visual analyzers, which form strong 
links between gnosis and practice, aimed at perfor-
ming a perfect professional action.

Material and methods
Among modern methods of teaching, in our opini-

on, the method developed by surgeon-consultant-
traumatologist J. W. Rodney Peyton [12] deserves 
special attention. The four-stage strategy allows to 
increase the efficiency of surgical skills by 1.5 times 
in a short period of time. However, comparative studies 
show that the effectiveness of the skill according to 
the method of J. W. Rodney Peyton after 6 months 
without its constant use in clinical practice, the same 
as after a single practice by «see – repeat» [13]. This 
was the impetus for the creation of an author s̓ simu-
lation course called «Training according to the method 
of Professor Sulyma», which aims to solve these 
problems of teaching at medical universities and 
become a basis for practical skills without informa-
tion overload of the brain. However, a prerequisite 
for the application of any methodological strategy 
is a preliminary careful study of the instruction-re-
commendation to create a «generalized knowledge» 
of what will happen in school [14].

In order to create a training course that would meet 
modern requirements aimed at the practical mastery 
of the latest methods of treatment, 62 scientific sourc-
es with information on the methods of conducting 
master classes were developed. After analyzing all 
the advantages and disadvantages, we incorporated 
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knowledge of the neurobiology of human perception 
and assimilation of information, developed and tested 
our own methodology. On the example of practicing 
the surgical skill «Double-screw cephalomedullary 
fixation of the proximal femur» with the help of ap-
propriate tools, we were able to carefully analyze 
each of the proposed stages of training, taking into 
account the duration and intensity of the presentation 
of various materials (theoretical aspects from scien-
tific sources in combination with correctly selected 
clinical cases [15] and active involvement of all ana-
lysts in the process of mastering the method).

Results and discussion
We provide detailed instructions for the created 

strategy of modern training for the acquisition of any 
practical skill with the justification of each of the ten 
proposed and tested stages.

Some general remarks:
– the number of training participants should not 

exceed six people [16];
– duration of work — 3 hours with two 15-minute 

organizational and preparatory breaks, which we pro-
pose to carry out every hour [17];

– stages of training in the game format involve 
the creation of a system of memorization and repro-
duction of surgical skills [18].

Stage I — «Not yet trained»
Pay attention! During the initial assimilation 

of the material, neural connections are weak, only be-
ginning to form in the neocortex (Fig. 1). This stage 
is extremely important because it models the general 
idea of the subject [20]. If you do not repeat what you 

have learned over a period of time, the ties are bro-
ken and everything you hear is forgotten. That is why 
in no case should the first stage of training be neg-
lected, as it is the basis for the formation of future 
knowledge.

Establishing a tutor-participant connection is im-
portant in the first stage. It is to create a preliminary 
communication in the chat. In this way, the tutor and 
participants establish a habitual communication for 
a modern person [21], necessary to fully reveal and 
erase interpersonal boundaries before training [22]. 
The following indicators also testify to the natural na-
ture of understanding through social networks: 95 % 
of developed countries have Internet connections, 
and 45 % of them are online almost all the time [23]. 
Established communication with the participants 
of the training through a convenient online platform 
for them, allows to send a video with a simulation 
of the process of thematic skills [24]. When the par-
ticipant views the video for the first time, the visual 
analyzer is activated. There is a short-term memory 
that can hold 4 fragments [25]. It is clear that the par-
ticipant is not able to learn all the details at once, so 
the optimal duration of the proposed viewing video 
cannot exceed 15 minutes [26]. Rhythmic, artistically 
selected melody that accompanies video frames acti-
vates the auditory analyzer, which improves the qual-
ity of memory [27].

Stage II — «Meeting»
This is the start stage of offline training. Partici-

pants receive handouts, get acquainted with the struc-
ture of training, instruction-graphic textbook simu-
lation intervention. Graphic textbook instruction is 

Fig. 1. Adapted from the book «Practical Insights in Brain Science to Help Students Learn» by Barbara Oakley, Beth Rogowsky, 
Terrence J. Sejnowski [19]. Time course of «new knowledge» formation. The first part of the figure shows the formation of connections 
between neurons, which occurs during the acquaintance with the material. Practicing the skill on a daily basis leads to the formation 
of new stable areas in the brain s̓ memory

Learn it Link it
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a mnemonic system of memorization [28]. Detailed 
visual imaging activates associative thinking, which 
facilitates rapid search for information in the brain s̓ 
memory [29]. The instruction does not contain com-
plex words, and, therefore, does not make the partici-
pant think about spelling and 90 % facilitates the per-
ception of information.

Stage III — «Acquaintance»
At this stage, the rules of the training are dis-

cussed with its participants [30]. The acquaintance 
takes place in a single format: the tutor takes a small 
ball and, throwing it in the hands of each listener, 
offers to answer three questions. In this technique, 
the ball acts as an activator of attention [31]. Studentsʼ 
answers allow them to get to know each other bet-
ter, which reduces the level of discomfort during 
group work. Everyone is free to express their opini-
on: in this way the barrier between the listener and 
the trainer-teacher continues to disappear [32, 33].

It is also important that participants report their 
expectations of the training: adults should under-
stand the purpose of their visit. Her awareness cre-
ates a dominant: «I NEED IT», which gradually 
activates working memory and brain function in 
general [34].

Stage IV — «Clinical case»
The clinical case is the first step to active learn-

ing that stimulates participants to take action. Care-
ful selection of a unique case increases the motivation 
of students to learn, increases the level of interest in 
what is happening, provides better memorization and 
changes in emphasis from theoretical information to 
the choice of adequate solutions (symbiosis of theory, 
practice and methodology) [35]. The case should be 
chosen relevant, extraordinary, revealing, supported by 
scientific publications, releases, meta-analyzes [36].

Stage V — «Theoretical foundations»
Minilecture is limited to 15 minutes, contains 

a sample of evidence from published scientific sources. 
At the present stage of human development, multime-
dia visualization of the material is a mandatory ele-
ment of any education. That is why we offer the fol-
lowing recommendations for the presentation [37]:

– black background for slides (allows the speaker 
to contrast the presented material on the background);

– important is large (everything that needs to be 
emphasized, should be written in large font);

– contrast in visualization;
– high image quality (inspires confidence in 

the speaker);
– compliance with all deontological norms.
The speaker s̓ presentation should be somewhat 

slow and very clear. All important information (ac-
cents) in the presentation should be intonationally 
highlighted for better auditory response of partici-
pants [38]. We recommend that the speaker also 
emphasize the possibility of writing down elements 
of theoretical information to activate mechanical 
memory [39]. Visual and auditory analyzers promote 
the formation of new connections in the listener s̓ 
brain (Fig. 2).

Stage VI — «Demonstration»
The stage involves passive observation by partici-

pants of the reproduction of skills (surgical techniques) Fig. 2. Theoretical aspects of training

Fig. 3. Stage of demonstration of practical skills Fig. 4. Stage of re-execution of practical skills
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by the tutor (Fig. 3). It is important that participants 
remember what they saw in the pre-submitted video. 
Remembrance is one of the most effective learning 
methods that strengthens the connections between 
brain neurons [40].

Stage VII — «Reproduction»
«Reproduction» involves repeated performance 

by the tutor of a simulated surgical intervention 
with detailed commentary on each action (Fig. 4). 
The stage activates the visual neural connections and 
also forces the participant to analyze events in order 
to be able to formulate at least 15 questions to the tu-
tor. We recommend following the Pomodoro me-
thod [41] in regulating the duration of each stage (not 
more than 30 minutes), as this allows you to switch 
the concentrated mode of memory to diffuse: to ef-
fectively understand and generalize the studied per-
son is distracted [42].

Stage VIII — «Fight-win»
Stage-game with a reward for attentiveness, the es-

sence of which is that the two created competing teams 
receive tasks in accordance with the theme of the train-
ing. The winning team is awarded. Working in groups, 
which assumes the responsibility of each participant 
for their own actions to achieve victory, stimulates 
memory [43]. The excitement that comes with playing 
is a stressful factor in memorization.

Stage IX — «Perform»
Provides independent individual performance 

of each of the stages of the skill under the close su-
pervision of the tutor. This part of the training gives 
confidence in the implementation of practical skills, 
creates an opportunity to ask questions. The «Per-
form» stage is extremely important for the self-analy-
sis of the performance of the skill by each participant 
in particular [44].

Stage X — «Evaluation»
Provides an analysis of the goals discussed in 

the first stage, with the opportunity to express im-
pressions of the training, to assess its advantages and 
disadvantages [45]. At this stage, participants receive 
certificates, they are offered continuous professional 
support — the path to repetition in the assimilation 
of training material [46].

Conclusions
Proprietary training method of Professor V. S. Su-

lyma consists of ten stages, which are based on sci-
entifically proven neurobiological research. The pro-
posed technique allows to increase the efficiency 
of mastering the practical application of theoretical 
knowledge, which has been repeatedly tested during 
the development of complex surgical skills «Double-

screw cephalomedullary fixation of the proximal fe-
mur» with the help of appropriate tools. The results 
of training and analysis of inverse forms eloquently 
testify to the high quality of the work and a signifi-
cant increase in motivation to practice the acquired 
knowledge in the field of medicine according to 
the method of «Training». Our proposed strategy is 
not limited to orthopedic surgery, and therefore al-
lows you to practice any practical skills, training in 
different areas and degrees of complexity. The use 
of Professor Sulyma s̓ method significantly improves 
the effectiveness of the skill in clinical practice and 
is a prospect for the development of further scientific 
and pedagogical activities.
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